RecA binding to bulge- and mismatch-containing DNAs. Certain single base mismatches provide strong signals for RecA binding equal to multiple base bulges.
Studies from several laboratories have demonstrated that RecA protein can recognize a variety of perturbations in the DNA helix. Here, using a nitrocellulose filter binding assay, it was observed that RecA bound to bulge-containing DNAs more effectively than non-bulged DNA. The degree of binding of RecA protein to bulged DNA was dependent on the conformation of the bulged bases and the kinking angles produced by the bulges as determined by the type and number of bases in the bulge. Although a single base mismatch does not kink DNA, RecA protein showed preferential binding to DNAs containing certain single base mismatches. An A.C mismatch flanked by A.T base pairs in a 28-base pair (bp) DNA facilitated the binding of RecA protein to the same high level as when the 28-bp DNA contained a 4-base cytosine bulge. Chemical probing techniques were used to examine the structure of DNA within the RecA filament. It was found that upon binding of RecA protein, the DNA helix becomes accessible over at least 14 bp, and the degree of sensitivity agrees with the binding efficiency of RecA protein.